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INTRODUCTION

Small enterprises
employ between
50 and 60 percent
of the country’s
work force and
contribute around
34 percent of GDP

However, the
MSME sector has
been relatively
stagnant over the
last decade.

A vibrant and growing
MSME market is
fundamental to achieve
long-term economic
growth and to create
sustainable work
opportunities for the
growing working
adult population.
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1. A SECTOR ON THE CUSP: MSME SIZE AND PROFILE
Framework for comparing market sizing estimates
Key findings
1. Youth, women and black-owned
businesses are underrepresented
2. Uneven geographical distribution
of MSMEs among South Africa’s
nine provinces and between rural
and urban areas
3. A significant portion of
entrepreneurs in South Africa are
survivalist in nature, reflective of
a shortage of formal work
opportunities
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1. A SECTOR ON THE CUSP: MSME SIZE AND PROFILE
Gender and race composition of MSMEs

2. PAIN POINTS: BARRIERS TO MSME GROWTH
• Regulatory red tape: Challenges relating to business registration, property rights, personal and business
insolvency regime and restrictive labor law requirements
• Access to financial services: Challenges relating to accessing credit, start-up capital; working and short-term
capital and long-term capital
• Access to skills: Challenges relating to inadequate business capability, limited training and skills shortage
• Access to infrastructure: Challenges relating to physical infrastructure bottlenecks like electrical supply, but
also relating to access to and cost of ICT infrastructure
• Access to markets: Challenges relating to compliance standards for government procurement and also the
ability to participate upstream or downstream in large commercial value chains
• MSME development landscape Challenges with understanding an accessing government support programs
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2. PAIN POINTS: REGULATORY RED TAPE
Business registration process with CIPC

The average business
registration process is 22
days in Sub-Saharan
Africa, making the South
African average of 45
days twice as long.

2. PAIN POINTS: ACCESS TO FINANCIAL SERVICES - BANKING
Financial access landscape by product type

While small businesses
typically have access to
transactional and
savings products, the
use of insurance and
credit products are
comparatively very low.

2. PAIN POINTS: ACCESS TO FINANCIAL SERVICES – WORKING CAPITAL

Sources of MSME finance

Banks were the
most frequently
cited source of
finance among the
survey
respondents
who had accessed
credit, apart from
friends and family.

2. PAIN POINTS: ACCESS TO FINANCIAL SERVICES - CREDIT
Access to credit among MSMEs in South Africa

The low levels of
access to MSME
credit suggest that
there is a finance
gap in South Africa
– a miss-match
between the
supply and
demand for MSME
credit.

2. PAIN POINTS: MSME FINANCING GAP IS ESTIMATED AT $30 BILLION
Estimates of the MSME credit gap in South Africa

The financing gap is caused by a combination of supply and demand-side issues:
• macroeconomic conditions
• lack of MSME expertise at banks
• negative perceptions among MSMEs on borrowing
• information asymmetry
• high administration and information collection costs
• poor financial record keeping
• limited access to collateral

3. UNLOCKING POTENTIAL: FORMAL FUNDING RROVIDED TO THE
MSME SECTOR IS ESTIMATED AT 230 BILLION RAND
MSME financing providers
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3. UNLOCKING POTENTIAL: BANK FINANCING
Challenges

Potential solutions

• MSME segmentation is challenging
• Silos between bank staff members
• Challenges with risk assessment and
information asymmetry
• Regulatory challenges
• Limited operational integration of
personal and business banking
• Levels of personal indebtedness, a
history of default behavior and
blacklisting prohibit business owners
from accessing funding for their
businesses
• MSMEs require further education on
cash flow and debt management

• Collecting more data on the currently
opaque MSME sector
• Developing innovative and tailored
products
• Strategic partnerships to extend banks’
reach among MSMEs
• MSME financing is not just about access to
money
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3. UNLOCKING POTENTIAL: MICROFINANCE INSTITUTIONS
Microfinance landscape
• MFIs are important credit
providers to survivalist
entrepreneurs and informal
small businesses
• Mix of lending models used:
• group-lending model
employed by non-profit
lenders
• online lenders,
• loan aggregators,
• retail store-based
lenders and
• brick-and-mortar
lenders in the for-profit
space
• Most MFIs cater to the lower
end of the market.

Challenges
• Poor financial literacy
• Lack of birth certificates,
identity documents and
proof of address
• High levels of indebtedness
(mixing formal and informal
credit)
• Use of loans for
consumption rather than
productive purposes
• Difficult regulatory
environment
• MFIs struggle to profitably
serve high-risk clients

Potential solutions
• Develop a “compliance lite”
regulatory framework for
MFIs that support
microlenders to lend legally
to high-risk customer
segments sustainably and at
large scale
• MFIs find it challenging to
access appropriate funding
and lack patient capital
• Standardized and accredited
financial literacy training
• Establishment of a recordkeeping and reporting
system for MFIs
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3. UNLOCKING POTENTIAL: NON-BANK FINANCING
Private equity and venture capital
• Poor business plans and unrealistic valuations are common
• Due diligence difficult and expensive to scale (low rates of financial literacy and business readiness)
• Diluted ownership is often not desired and may have negative effects on the owner’s incentive
• Equity financing for MSMEs remains heavily reliant on angels
Fintech
• The focus is on relatively affluent and digitally savvy consumers, possibly constraining the uptake of
fintech solutions in the informal sector
• Regulatory environment is improving: the South African Reserve Bank established a dedicated
fintech unit, the Inter-governmental Fintech Working Group (implementing regulatory sandboxes
and innovation hubs)
Corporates
• Providing trade credit, short-term loans, standing surety for longer-term credit from financial
institutions, and providing assets and marketing material to suppliers and distributors
Capital markets
• High transaction costs of issuing equity or debt securities, alongside complex listing and regulatory
requirements
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3. UNLOCKING POTENTIAL: GOVERNMENT FUNDING
Challenges

Potential solutions

• Regulatory red tape
• Government procurement contract
certainty and payment continuity is
challenging
• Time to process tax refunds
• Licenses or sector-specific permit
systems administered by local
governments
• Regulation burden on smaller lenders
and financiers

• Coordination within government and
with the private sector
• Policy focused on supporting the
formalization of MSMEs
• Better information and data to support
decision making
• Improving the effectiveness of
government funding (greater
coordination between DFIs, use of
credit guarantees, subsidies)
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4. BUILDING A NEW PLAYING FIELD FOR SMALL BUSINESS
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